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I own a laptop, a smartphone, a projector and a telescope.  That, plus some
clothes and my electric toothbrush :).  The apartment I stay in is rented.  I
don’t have a car, or a house that is ‘mine’, or anything else beside those
mentioned.  And even those that I own, may not be mine.  I got the
projector for free from someone, and I bought the laptop and the
telescope on someone else's name, because I ordered them online and
there were some issues with the address, so I had to put them on
someone else's name.
 
However, many people in the world (if not most of them), own one or
more cars, one or more laptops/tablets/smartphones or other gadgets,
houses, land, lots of clothes, furniture, boats, or even animals.
 
Although this idea of ‘owning’ may seem normal to us, it is actually a part
of the game we currently play (the money game).  It’s an invention.  What’s
more, it’s such a wasteful and inefficient part of this highly obsolete game
we still play.



If I have an apartment, then I am grounded to that place, since I can’t take
it with me.  If I want to move to a different location, I have to take all of my
stuff with me to the new place.  If I have a car, I may need to rent parking
space for it, plus find one each time I take it somewhere.  All of these
issues can make my life extremely busy and stressful, since I have to take
care of these things, and often have to take them with me or protect them
in various ways.
 
The ‘care’ aspect is mostly part of the monetary system’s planned
obsolescence business plan, while the ‘protection’ aspect is due to the
huge inequality and scarcity that exists in the present system, which
creates most crimes.
 
So let’s look at how this invention (property) came into existence, why it is
so extremely wasteful and obsolete, and what would the alternative be
within The Venus Project.



The notion of property is as ancient as we can imagine.
People have used the concept in one form or another
perhaps since there were humans.  Some is mine, some is
yours, some is ours.  If you make a clay plate, then you
may say it is yours.  If you make poop, you may not
recognize it as yours. :)
 
That example may sound weird, but it’s meant to show
that you only find value in some things and not in others.
Some stuff may be useful to you (like that clay plate)
while others are not.  You don’t collect your poop (at least
the vast majority don’t), because it is of no use to you.
 
However, the ‘property’ notion is not only about
acquiring/collecting/storing/claiming useful stuff as
yours, just because they are useful to you.  It is also a mix
of scarcity of ‘things’ and social norms.  Gold is scarce, yet
useless for most of us, but people will feel good ‘owning’
some and that’s because of the social norms and the
system we live in (they can use gold to acquire other
stuff, or show off with it as a sign of wealth).  If poop was
the exchange currency of our society, people would
collect it.
 
However, if there was an abundance of poop or gold,
people wouldn’t bother collecting any of it because:
 
a) people would have access to it when they want, and so
collecting/storing it won’t add any advantage.
 
b) poop and gold would become non-valuable as exchange
currency, since they won’t be scarce anymore.
 
c)neither of them has any real value for individuals.
 
On the other hand, if there happens to be an abundance
of goods and services available to everyone, poop, gold,
or any other exchange ‘currencies’ are useless.  We don’t
trade air using any currency.  There is plenty of it on this

CREATING AND WASTING
'PROPERTY'



A new smartphone might be claimed as a ‘property’, but
probably not an older phone.  When I was in school, a teacher
found a notebook with obscene poetries written on it and
asked ”Whose is this?”.  No one claimed it.  When I was once
at a public swimming pool and someone found a golden ring
and asked “Whose is this?”, ten people tried to claim it.
 
So, the notion of ‘property’ is a mutation that has emerged
from a mixture of scarcity and utility, combined with social
norms.
 
The harmful part of this notion is the waste and inefficiency it
creates.  We now live in a world where the notion of ‘property’
is like a religion to most people.  It is the backbone of the
monetary system.  It is no longer a notion, but a rule, which is
why it has become so harmful.  Let me explain.



WASTE AND INEFFICIENCY

In one of our previous issues, we showed the tremendous
waste of homes (houses, apartments) that exist in this world.
Tens of millions of homes are empty because people cannot
afford to ‘own’, or even rent them.  Now, let’s look at other
major sectors in the current system that produces an equal or
more amount of waste because of this rule of ‘property’.
 



BOATS, CARS AND GADGETS

I live in a town near the
Mediterranean sea where there are
hundreds of boats parked, from
small ones to big yachts.  I’ve lived
here for 5 years now and I can
‘report’ that 90% of these boats are
always ‘parked’ and unused, maybe
even more.  I rarely see someone
using any of them.  However, if I
want to use a boat, I’m not allowed
because I don’t ‘own’ any.
 
In this 2010 photo, the place where
there are no boats was actually a
newly renovated place to ‘park’
these boats and was not finished
yet.  Their number has increased
since 2010, so it is now worse.
 
Still looking at that area, on the left
side is the beach.  It’s a big beach,
but more than half of it is reserved
for cars.  In other words, when
tourists come here, half of the
beach is populated with cars.
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Speaking of cars, there are currently around 1.2 billion
cars in the world, with 65 million new cars produced
each year.  There is roughly one car to every 6-7 living
human beings in this world (including babies, old, or
paralyzed people)(source 1, 2).
 
If we ignore everyone between age 0-14 (who cannot
drive), there would still be one car to every 4-5 people
on the planet (‘all’ people over age 14 - including those
who cannot drive due to various biological
impediments, such as blindness or paralysis)(source).
 
If we were to further eliminate those who cannot drive
and those who cannot afford to buy/rent a car (which is
more than 3 billion people) there is almost one car for
every single person in the world right now.
 
Therefore, there is approximately one car for everyone
who is above the poverty line and capable of driving.
However I don’t have one and I am not starving yet, plus
many non-starving people that I know also have no car.
That is simply because I cannot afford to buy one (and
so it goes for the other people I know, too).  So, even if
you are above the poverty line, it does not mean you
can own a car.
 
Therefore, it seems that statistic goes through the roof
when we think about how many people can really
‘afford’ to buy a car.  Taking that into account, there may
be 4-5 (or more) cars for everyone who can afford to
buy one.  Even considering that some vehicles are used
for transportation services (such as taxi services), where
are the rest of these cars?  Are those who can afford
really owning 4-5 cars each?
 
It is estimated that in the US, for instance, people own
2.28 vehicles per household, and more than 35 percent
of households own three or more cars(source).
 
So yes, it may be true that many people own more than
one car.  That leads us to the next issue regarding cars:
inefficiency.





A rough estimation, based on a 2010 study done for the US
parking lots and extended by us to a global scale, shows that we
would need a country the size of Costa Rica to park all the cars in
the world.  That may or may not sound like much to you, but there
are far more parking lots in the world than that, based on that
same study.
 
Now consider the fact that these parking lots are parts of cities.
It’s not like you park your car in Costa Rica and live in New York.
Thus the impact on city landscapes is tremendous(source 1,2).



Then think about the fact that
many parking lots are almost
always empty.  Malls,
stadiums, cinemas, factories
and shopping centers have
parking lots specifically
designed for their busiest
days of the year, thus they are
generally empty to half full
the vast majority of the time.
 
In every town I’ve lived in, so
far (which is not many), I’ve
found that there are more
parking spaces than sidewalk
areas or parks - far more.
Most of the time, you could
barely find a place to walk
from one point to the other
because of so many parking
lots and all of the roads
devoted primarily to vehicle
traffic.



Here are some of the largest parking lots in the world, and some
‘typical’ parking spaces from different countries.

http://dontwannahearit.com/2010/12/
http://www.fastcompany.com/3007656/driving-innovation/dc-parking-lots-go-digital
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Vlastula#mediaviewer/File:Cedar_Point_parking_lot.jpg


http://dontwannahearit.com/2010/12/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Vlastula#mediaviewer/File:Cedar_Point_parking_lot.jpg
http://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2013/12/10/city/lahore/black-coats-wont-let-anyone-manage-parking-stands/






http://raredelights.com/five-largest-parking-lots-world/
http://forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php?t=209156&page=2


http://raredelights.com/five-largest-parking-lots-world/
http://forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php?t=209156&page=2
http://roadtreking.com/taking-my-rv-holiday-shopping-toasty-comfy-in-the-mall-parking-lot-while-the-wife-shops/
http://www.marianhubler.com/tag/italy/


The way cars are used is another interesting facet.  It is estimated that
Americans drive around 13,000 miles (20,921 km) per year on average.  That
is around 36 miles per day, or 58 km.  So, the average actual ‘use’ of a car
appears to amount to less than an hour per day.  That is simply ridiculous!
All of the car owners that I know also fit into this statistic.  Actually, they use it
less than that per day.  That is such a huge waste.  It means that cars are
mostly parked; not being used more than 23 hours a day.
 
Let’s also not forget that, most of the time, a car only transports one or two
people, generating much more waste.  We’re using 3500 pound (1600 kg)
power-hungry vehicles to transport 150 - 200 pound (70 - 93 kg) human
beings?!
 



If parked cars occupy a land area larger than Costa Rica, then imagine the
immensity of road space reserved for the traffic created when they are
actually put to use.  It is beyond me to try to calculate it, and I haven't
found any study that has already analyzed that, but just picture it…
 
Every city has traffic roads, with one or more lanes in both directions, and
there are lots of roads in between all of the cities…, and on the topic of
traffic, we all know how extremely inefficient cars are, worldwide, in terms
of slowness, traffic congestions, and so on.
 
This entire mess is due to the fact that we live in a world that is based on
ownership and where people have to own cars in order to use them (and
we all know that we are forced to use them, or else most jobs would not
consider us for hire, and other aspects of our lives would become much
harder to manage, if not impossible).  When you own a car, you also need
parking space.  More than that, since this is a consumerist culture, malls &
shopping centers require lots of parking spaces for consumers to drive
their cars there to buy even more stuff that they probably don’t need :).



A SCARY FACT ABOUT PEOPLE DRIVING CARS IS
THAT HUMAN ERROR IS THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR IN

CAR ACCIDENTS.
 

THERE ARE 20-50 MILLION INJURIES (MINOR TO
SEVERE - SOME CAUSING PERMANENT DISABILITY),

AND A WHOPPING 1.3 MILLION DEATHS, ANNUALLY.  
 

THAT'S ALMOST AS MANY PEOPLE
AS HIV KILLS EACH YEAR.  

 
 



So, the notion of owning a car is not only extremely inefficient
(besides the facts presented, consider how many cars are left
to rot because of their owner’s inability to maintain them, or
cars that sit in showrooms not being used by anyone), but also
an approach that indirectly or directly kills so many people
and produces so much waste.
 
‘Cars’ is only one product out of billions that are wasteful
because people have to own them, store them, take care of
them, insure them, and then dispose of them once they are no
longer ‘worth’ maintaining.
 



All kinds of electronics are owned by nearly
all of us, yet seldom used.  From mobile
phones to monitors and tvs, etc., many of us
own much more than we can use.
 
However, we may find it ‘uncomfortable’ to
give them away for ‘free’ to someone else
who needs them, since we would lose any
perceived possibility of gaining a little
monetary profit by selling that surplus, so
we generally end up keeping these
unneeded electronics until they ‘die’ (either
become obsolete or non functional).  It is
also quite difficult to sell or share these
electronics or other stuff that we own.
 
From transportation to finding a ‘buyer’, the
entire process is quite a challenge.
 
For these reasons, a huge amount of ‘dead’
electronics end up in trash dumpsters.  As
an example, every year in Ghana, millions of
tons of such waste are dumped into a
landfill that is now considered to be one of
the most contaminated landfills in the
world.
 
Unprotected workers, many of them young
children, spend the day searching for
metals to sell, usually by burning the
electronics and dismantling them with their
bare hands.  In the process, they may earn
upwards of eight to ten Ghana cedis per day
(4 to 6 USD).
 
The waste processing emits toxic chemicals
into the air, land and water.  Exposure is
especially hazardous to children, as these
toxins are known to inhibit the
development of the reproductive system,
the nervous system, and especially the
brain(source).









HERE'S WHAT IS PRODUCED EACH YEAR IN ELECTRONICS:
 

300 MILLION COMPUTERS

315 MILLION TABLETS

39 MILLION "ULTRA MOBILE" COMPUTERS

350 MILLION TV SETS

1.89 BILLION CELL PHONES

These are incomplete totals for 2014 (so the numbers are bigger in reality),
and the trend continues to increase in production units.



A 2010 report shows that there were 384 million electronic devices
disposed, but only 73 million recycled.  These totals don’t include products
that are no longer used, but which are still stored in homes and offices
(source).
 
In our mass consumerism world, the future doesn’t look good at all.
“According to a report by UNEP titled, "Recycling - from E-Waste to
Resources," the amount of e-waste being produced - including mobile
phones and computers - could rise by as much as 500 percent over the
next decade in some countries, such as India.”(source)
 



I have a refrigerator in my house, which was there when I
rented the place.  To no one's surprise, there is at least
one fridge in every home.  You may view this as a normal
situation, but consider why we have to store food in our
homes?  If I try always eating at restaurants, eating
becomes very expensive.  If I want to buy food only as I
need it, it’s very inconvenient to have to make so many
trips to the store to buy it, and some of the food may
also spoil quickly.  This is why I have to own excess food
in this system, and then store it until it’s needed.
 
Sometimes, some of the food I buy expires and I have to
throw it away, either because I just can’t eat all of it at
the ‘right’ moment, or I am not paying close enough
attention to the expiration dates on everything.  This
probably happens to most of us.  If I waste a tiny amount
of food this way, and a billion others also do the same,
then those tiny amounts add up to a huge amount.
 
That’s not the only issue, though.  I know a woman who
was working at a grocery store for $100 a month -
money that she needed to cover all of her family needs.
The store frequently threw away expired food, instead of
giving it a day in advance of the expiration date to their
needy $100 a month employees.
 
There were many others who worked in similar
supermarket environments who were saying the same
things.  One guy even showed me the back of a
supermarket filled with expired fruits that they were
about to throw into the garbage bin.
 
This is so common that I now notice this at any
supermarket I use.  They have offers like 30%-off
discounts for products that will expire in a day or two.
As far as I can tell, however, they do not sell a significant
quantity of these marked-down products, so that
approach is not waste efficient at all, nor is it humane in
any way.

BUT WHAT ABOUT FOOD?





Now, let’s look now at a bigger picture.  Based on a Washington Post
investigation:
 
“According to various estimates, American families throw out between 14 and
25 percent of the food and beverages they buy.”
 
“Supermarkets toss out $15 billion worth of unsold fruits and vegetables
alone, each year.  Stores would rather overstock their shelves and throw out
the remainder, than look empty.”
 
“…one industry estimates that each store throws out, on average, $2,300
worth of food each day because the products have neared their expiration
date.  Yet most of this food is still edible.  In many states, it's still perfectly
legal to sell food past its expiration date.  Many stores would just prefer not to
— it looks bad.  "Most stores, in fact, pull items 2 to 3 days before the sell-by
date" “
 
At the production line, “Some produce goes unpicked because it doesn't meet
standards for shape and color.  One large cucumber farmer estimated that
fewer than half the vegetables he grows actually leave his farm and that 75
percent of the cucumbers culled before sale are edible.”



“In restaurants, a good chunk of food is lost in the kitchen.  And, on average,
diners leave about 17 percent of their food uneaten.   Restaurants also try to
keep more food than they need on hand to make sure that everything on the
menu is available.  What's more, chain restaurants have inflexible rules that
require perfectly good food to be tossed.  McDonald's, for instance, requires
fries to be thrown out after seven minutes.  About one-tenth of fast food gets
junked this way.“
 
Wikipedia says that “A 2013 report estimated that 30–50% (or 1.2–2 billion
tonnes) of all food produced remains uneaten.”
 
This is all due to the fact that someone ‘owns’ this food, and someone else has
to acquire it to gain its ownership and, with it, the right to eat it - be it through
buying groceries and storing it at home, or buying it from restaurants and
eating it there.
 
It is also due to an indirect effect of the monetary system’s selling tactics
(promotion/advertising) that cause people to not want to buy certain food
items due to their ‘aesthetics’.



As in the case of the cars in showrooms, think about the food in stores.  There
is always food in stores.  Remember the 1.3 million people killed in car
accidents each year?  Well, we have 7-8 million people dying of starvation,
every year, although there is obviously plenty of food to ‘overfeed’ everyone
on this planet.
 
If you want more data on food waste, I recommend this TED talk, which goes
into greater detail.



All in all, the ‘owning’ of food demands a huge chain of
production, delivery, and storage systems, all entangled within the monetary
system, that are not only counterproductive, but also results in many millions
of deaths each year, along with numerous other societal and environmental
issues.



CLOTHES, LANDS AND HOLIDAYS

To get an accurate statistic on how many shoes, sweaters, or
pants are produced each year in the world is impossible, but
there are certainly more shoes and pants than we all have feet
and legs, and more sweaters and t-shirts than all of our arms and
upper bodies.  For clothing produced only in China, people in the
US buy an average of 4 pieces of clothing, per person, each year.
It is estimated that 21% of these clothes stay in the home after
purchasing, though that’s only for the US(source).
 
Worldwide, 14.3 million tons of textiles waste was generated in
2012 alone, and only a tiny 14% of that was recycled.(source)
That 12.2 million unrecovered tons is nearly equivalent to three
times the mass of all of the world’s african elephant and blue
whale populations combined - that’s how much clothing we
humans wasted in 2012.





Land is another aspect of this planet that people have come to think
they own.  21% of all the Earth’s land is currently ‘legally owned’ by a
handful of people(source).  In actuality, though, perhaps the entire
planet is ‘owned’ by various people or groups: countries and laws, access
and accessibility, are all part of what allows planet Earth to be ‘owned’
by some.  This causes important resources to not be available to others.
Additional consequences also arise, such as the global environmental
impacts brought about by poor management of what is done with or on
this ‘owned’ land.
 
The concept of holidays (holy days) emerged out of various human
cultures, but has since been completely hijacked by the global monetary
system and is now entirely associated with consumption, leading to even
more massive waste.
 
Without ‘ownership’, and with all people having access to what they
want and need, holidays may become meaningless.  Notice how the
ownership idea has become so deeply embedded into our daily lives by
the
monetary system, that it even forms most of our self-image.  This is
very important to understand, because the solution that we propose
to substantially reduce or even remove the waste and suffering that
we currently create and allow, may change this ownership idea a
lot, as it will challenge present day customs.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvgN5gCuLac




THE SOLUTION
This situation where billions of gadgets that are produced each
year, combined with the tons of waste that’s produced, along
with tactics such as artificially manufactured desire and planned
obsolescence, is simply going to get worse and worse as more
and more people (consumers) enter ‘the market’.
 
Additionally, if we think that we can solve the issue of waste by
substituting ownership with renting, then we are blind in both
eyes.  This is because this waste is not a byproduct of how we
manage the distribution of ‘stuff’ within a monetary system.  Such
massive waste is necessitated by the monetary system itself.
 
There are already plenty of cars available for rent, as well as
apartments and all sorts of gadgets, but not all people can afford
to rent them and, as we pointed out earlier, ‘ownership’ is part of
one’s image in the monetary system’s social classes, where those
with more ‘stuff’ (wealth) are those who have more perceived
power in society.  This aspect significantly incentivises people to
hoard things.
 
A rent system also does not solve the fact that the world is
divided by tribes and wildly varying local laws.  So if one tribe is
focused more on renting than owning, other tribes may not, and
thus the waste is still produced.  Even if we make such a shift, the
artificially manufactured desire (advertising) that so many
companies rely on to help maximize their profits will still make
people want to ‘rent’ more and more, instead of ‘own’ more and
more of ‘new and shiny’ objects in a cyclical wasteful
consumption system.
 
More than that, you simply cannot rent everything you might
need.  Not only is the cost of renting items significantly higher
than ownership, but decor objects, fashion clothes, jewellery, and
so on, are almost exclusively designed to be owned, not rented,
because they have been marketed over centuries specifically to
represent social status.
 
Thinking again about food, we might see it as ‘rented’ when you
go out to a restaurant and eat there, but as we have already
shown, restaurants also produce tons of waste in this system.



Even if everything could be
rented instead of owned, the
current system’s demand for
businesses to maximize profits
will still force companies to
produce products of poor
quality and with little regard
for the environment during
maintenance and disposal of
their products.
 
What I am trying to say is that
the problem goes much deeper
than that.  The problem lies at
the core of how this world
currently works.  No matter
how many laws you put in
place, this global monetary
system is based on
consumption.
 
That is, people need to
consume, and consumption
must continually be made to
grow, in order for this system
to work.  The main idea behind
opening a business to sell a
product or service, is to sell as
much of your products as
possible, or else you will go
bankrupt.
 
There is no way to make this
consumption-system be
‘careful’ about the waste it
produces, because the waste is
a direct effect of the demand
for over-consumption itself.



THERE ARE TWO PARTS TO THIS SOLUTION:
 

1. A new system of access and distribution to replace the monetary
system itself
 
2. Education

 

1. When it comes to goods and services (almost of any kind), we have shown
how they can be produced and distributed in an automated and autonomous
fashion in our special TVP Magazine entitled AA WORLD.  From ‘on the spot’
production (3D printers, for example) of varied products, to automated
factories, to autonomous drones and other vehicles that can distribute these
goods to people where and when needed, all of this is already technically
possible.
 
In order for these systems to make sense and work within a social context, we
need to create an abundance of these goods and services so that there will be
no room for barter/exchange, taking possessions, conflict, etc., and therefore
no need for any remaining monetary system aspects to distribute and use
these goods.  It will be free access to all of them.
 



Also, through abundance, people will feel no need to store all of these
objects, as that would serve no purpose.  With everything they need readily
available at any time, they will only use them when they need them,
considerably reducing the waste of storing unused goods as it happens in
today’s world.
 
And while you might be inclined to think that creating this abundance means
we will create more goods than what already exist, the opposite is much more
realistic, as we argued in another article on Abundance.  To highlight that a bit,
we obviously don’t need as many shopping carts as there are people in a
town, or in the world, but only as many as people normally use.  Therefore we
maintain far fewer shopping carts than, let’s say, everyone owning their own
shopping cart to be able to use at any store.  This same reasoning holds true
for cars, as we just have shown, since most of us need to own a car to manage
our lives.
 
Just think about using self-driving taxis, instead of everyone owning and
maintaining personal vehicles for that.  I’m reasonably sure you agree with me
that it would be ridiculous and extremely wasteful for every person to own a
shopping cart, just to be able to shop at any store.  Then why is it ‘normal’ for
everyone to own a car, just to get from one place to another?  See?  Far less
resources would be consumed with this approach.
 



Now imagine that we can monitor (and we can)
most of Earth’s resources to provide a good idea
of what resources are available, what is needed,
and what may soon become scarced.  This will
allow us to maximize their use, while creating
little to no waste.
 
And since there will be no room for barter or
exchange in this system, eliminating the profit-
based competition that we see today, products
will be made to last as long as possible and be
easily upgradeable, since money-based business
plans like planned obsolescence won’t serve any
purpose.
 
If you manage to create abundance with an
automated approach to production and delivery
that requires no human labor, then this world will
work on its own from a technological perspective.
You would then have a system that you can
implement globally; a system of production for
any goods and services, a system of simple and
efficient delivery, and a system of near 0%
waste.
 
I am talking about a system where there would be
no such notion as ‘property’.  But can we imagine
that?
 
Well, imagine you go to the beach and you want
to go for a swim, but someone tells you that this
area of water is private so you’ll have to buy or
rent a couple of square meters if you want to
swim.  This would be ridiculous, since there is
obviously plenty of room for everyone to swim.
 
But this is the same thing that it is happening in
today’s world.  There are plenty of goods
produced (including food) for everyone in this
world, and there is also plenty of room for
everyone to have a place to stay, but...





2.  Education: This kind of a system cannot work without a
proper, relevant, up-to-date education, and I think this is even
more important than all of the technology itself.  Let me try to
explain why.
 
Remember when I said that the drive to ‘own’ something is not
only driven by the monetary system, but also by social norms?
Well, even if we create this world of abundance, some people
may want a full-size golden elephant in their room, or
whatever else that is only a ‘want’, rather than a need.  We will
probably not be able to make a golden elephant for every
request out there, but the key is that no one will probably
want that.  I know it’s hard to imagine that people won’t
behave erratically and order all kinds of exotic dishes, or crazy
things, but that way of thinking will have no basis, as I will
explain.
 
I saw once a documentary about people from remote tribes
coming to our modern tribes to see how life is here.  In their
tribe, they wear no clothes, had no money or barter, no
property notion, nothing like we have.  When they were
visiting Manchester, their host had to explain to them that
there is no need for hunting here.  You can go to the
supermarket and buy some food with these papers we call
money.  Then they explained how you have to work to obtain
these papers.  They further explained to the tribe members
how the subway works, how to use cars, phones, and so on.
 
Without their guides, these remote tribe members would not
have been able to manage for one hour in Manchester,
because they had no idea how this city/system works.  If they
started to poop on the streets, hunt for pigeons and cats, or
walk on foot from one place to another, they would have not
survived for too long.  Poop on the streets may have spread
diseases and caused public disgust, the pigeon & cat
populations would have disappeared just before they starved
to death, and Manchester is so big that walking on foot would
have been completely inefficient.
 
What they needed was guidance as to how this system works,
and that was for their own benefit.  They had to understand,
first, how that system works, in order to take advantage of it.





You see, people from today’s society are the remote tribe
members from that documentary.  You cannot put them into
such a system like The Venus project and expect for them to
understand it.  You have to educate them about the benefits of
such a system, about how such a system works.
 
They have to understand that it is pointless to ask for a bow
and arrow (or guns, golden elephants, etc) since it will serve no
purpose for this system.  You also have to show them why
pooping in the streets (or taking advantage of others or
damaging goods, hoarding stuff) is detrimental to the system as
a whole, and to themselves.
 
As those tribe members had to learn to go from walking
barefoot in the jungle to using a cars, from hunting to buying
food, from building a house to buying a house, etc., this is
similar to how people from today’s world have to go from
buying food to eating what they need, from hoarding stuff to
using what they need, from owning a car to just using a high-
tech transportation system, and so on.





I know it is a bit hard to imagine such a shift in thinking, but
it is possible.  I remember in that documentary that one of
the tribe members saw a homeless person in the streets,
sleeping in the shadow of huge buildings, and he asked his
hosts, “Aren’t there any places left for this man in these big
buildings?”
 
He had no notion that it’s possible to have empty 'homes'
available but not let people stay inside them.  He had no
notion of property.  He said that in his village, when people
have nowhere to stay, they either build a house for him or
invite him in one of their homes, because their homes are
everyone's homes.
 
So yes, people can be like that.  People can evolve towards a
more efficient set of values that is both beneficial for us as a
human species, and also preserves the global environment
we live in, from which we still have so much to learn from.





I would love to, instead of owning my stuff, to access the stuff I need only
when I need it.  Instead of owning a telescope, to be able to use a much
stronger one, for free, whenever I want to.  To be able to move from one
place to another, halfway around the globe, without concern about bringing
‘all my stuff’ with me.
 
I would love to live in a world where I don’t have to worry about theft or the
constant waste disposal that is turning our homo-suited Earth into our
‘enemy’.



When we unleash science and technology directly into the social system,
without the interference of money, patents or proprietary ownership, the
standard of living will quickly grow exponentially.  When all of science is
directed to the well being of all people and the protection of the environment,
there is no limit to what society could become.  Even the wealthiest people of
today will have a much higher standard of living, along with everyone else.
 
The Venus Project is the project that can achieve such a smart global system,
and in a relatively short amount of time.  Do you have any doubt about that?



A new form of education could make abundantly clear that our
likes and dislikes are based upon our present culture, and that our
visions of the future are always culture-bound. The children would
visit farms, power plants, production facilities, and resource
centers, and could actually take part in managing and planning
their own affairs.
 
Each child could experience leadership by planning activities, and
these responsibilities could be constantly rotated so that each
student would gain the experience. To improve the mental
condition of all our children, we must not only educate them
through books and other visual aids, but also through games that
are both physically and mentally stimulating. 

Excerpt from The Best that Money Can’t Buy, by Jacque Fresco

By purchasing the book from here, you will also be supporting The Venus Project Research Center in
Florida.  We showcase what a world without money can look like, one that cares for the needs of all
people, but we are still living in a monetary-based world and still have to do all that we do within the
current system’s rules.  We thank you very much for helping us by purchasing the book here.

PURCHASE ITPURCHASE IT

http://thevenusproject.com/store/official#!/The-Best-That-Money-Cant-Buy-Book/p/5501756/category=1360103




We humans laugh the same, regardless of culture.  We also cry the
same, and for the same reasons, like losing a loved one.  But is this
actually true?
 
Are all people, regardless of their culture, laughing the same way,
or at the same kinds of things?  Or even feeling pain the same?  Or
being affected by the same stimuli in a way that is common across
all cultures?  By this, I mean, can the same thing make anyone
laugh, independent of the culture one is brought up within?

WHAT ARE YOU
LAUGHING AT?

by Tio

http://tiotrom.com/


We all know babies laugh, but they also
sneeze, fart, get fat, yawn, cry, and so
on.  Those are direct reactions of a
human body to different kind of stimuli.
Laughter is no different.
 
If you hit a baby on his ‘little nose’, he
will start crying, assuming that their
genetic makeup allows that.  However,
there are some human beings who do
not feel pain, so you can punch their
‘little nose’ all day long, but they won’t
feel a thing.
 
In the same way, if someone’s biology
is different (muscular or nervous
system damage, for example), it can
result in their inability to laugh.
 
But this does not mean that these
‘abnormal’ people do not understand
the meaning of laughter or pain, or that
if one is born with a ‘normal’ ability to
laugh, that he or she will laugh at the
same things.



There are direct and indirect ways to trigger laughter in a human being.
Direct may be seen by tickling, for example, and due to genetic makeup
and cultural flavor, people might react very differently, even with these
kinds of direct stimuli.  In many cultures, boys resist laughing more than
girls, when tickled.  One thing is clear: there is no 'laugh center' in the
brain.
 
Even the way we laugh or smile can be widely different.  Check out this
viral video to see some of the many types of laughter, but be aware that
it may (or may not) ‘trigger’ you to laugh along:

Did you laugh at it?  Well, not everyone in the world finds it amusing.  As
of this writing, eight thousand people had disliked it.  If you did, try
watching it 100 times and let’s see if you’re still laughing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xH0xorgUoI


When it comes to indirect triggers
of laughter, culture is the only
trigger.  One might laugh at
people that fall, others at cats that
are sleeping, and others at people
that fart.
 
Some may not find many things as
‘funny’, while others may find
most things to be hilarious.  I ran
an internet ‘show’ for three years,
serving funny video compilations
before YouTube was well known,
and I learned that what makes
someone laugh is very subjective.
The show had tens of thousands
of hits per episode, but while
95% loved it, 5% hated it.  And I
get that.
 
I, for instance, am not amused by
‘funny cat videos’…  I just don’t
find cats funny at all and I don't
know why, but so many other
people laugh at those videos.
 
All of this shows that these
reactions, like laughter, are
biological marks of cultural
triggers.



If we look at a wide variety of cultures and genetic makeups, it becomes more
obvious how people react differently when it comes to laughter or smiling.  You
may think that smiling resembles a positive feeling (whatever that might be),
but in Japan, people sometimes smile when they are confused or angry.  “In
other parts of Asia, people may smile when they are embarrassed.
 
Some people may smile at others to indicate a friendly greeting.  A smile may
be reserved for close friends and family members.  Many people in the former
Soviet Union area consider smiling at strangers in public to be unusual and
even suspicious behavior.  In Southeast Asian cultures, a smile is frequently
used to cover emotional pain or embarrassment.”(source)
 



Some may smile or laugh when they are angry, which is quite opposite the
reaction that many of us are used to.
 
Most people believe that facial expressions project the same type of feeling
across all cultures, but a recent study shows this to not be true at all.  Take a
tribe that has barely been influenced by our ‘modern’ world, show them six
photos of six distinct facial expressions, and then ask them to categorize
them.
 
This experiment was done and, instead of the ‘normal’ way of categorizing 6
photos in 6 categories as we ‘modern’ tribals do, they created many different
piles, some containing more than one photo.  The researchers then played
audio recordings of emotional reactions and the same thing happened – the
same sound appeared joyful to some and more negative to others.(source)
 
The same goes for (likely) any kind of emotions.  They are triggered by the
culture one is raised in.  From facial expressions to what different feelings
relate to, there is no scientific study to show a consistent pattern of behavior
or interpretation of such feelings among human cultures.

HERE’S A GREAT VIDEO EXPLAINING THIS PRETTY WELL:



Tickling (or laughter alone) can change from a pleasure state, to a pain
feeling, if you tickle someone for half hour, or if someone laughs for an
hour.  The distinction as to how we define pleasure or pain has no finite
borders, and both notions are almost impossible to properly define.
Sure, we could probably describe the way muscle act in some states of
laughter, or during crying/sadness/pain, but none of these reactions can
be properly defined.  It is no one way to cry, or laugh, or to express any
kind of pleasure or pain.
 
There’s a very interesting documentary about pleasure and pain that
explains these concepts in detail, and how environment changes these
feelings even from the day we were born.  You can watch it here for free.
 
One may find pleasure in reading a book in a quiet place, and/or one
may find pleasure in dancing in a noisy, crowded place.  Others may
experience those same scenarios as painful (literally).  Of course, we
may find some ‘natural’ reactions that are similar across many people,
such as if we tickle them they may laugh (but not all, and not in the same
way), or if we cut their toes they may scream and cry (but not all, and not
in the same way), but this is not in the realm of ‘behavior’.  This is a
sneeze-like reaction of the body, of one’s biology.
 
It’s true that it’s hard to think of all of the kinds of pleasures or pains that
a human can experience, but showing emotions like ‘happiness
expressed through laughter’ as being culturally influenced, and quite
diverse from culture to culture, provides a good example of how even
the most powerful of emotions can be culturally influenced or created.
 
That being said, there is no ‘one set of behaviours’ that are alike across
cultures, when it comes to how people laugh, what they laugh at, or even
the way one may feel or interpret pain or other types of emotions.





THE TVP
VACCINE

science

by Tio

http://tiotrom.com/
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Viruses are tiny structures that self-replicate inside your
body, creating a series of reactions that are more or less
harmful to you, or in some cases, even deadly.  Prior to the
18th century, people often died from contracting these
viruses; sometimes many tens of millions from just a single
‘outbreak’.
 
They tried all sorts of remedies to cure or at least ameliorate
the symptoms, but with little or no result.  That held true
until in 1796, when someone decided, based on knowledge
he uncovered in an older reference recorded decades
before, to try injecting a weak form of a virus into a child,
investigating how well this might help make the child
immune to more powerful versions of the same virus.
 
Astonishingly, it worked, changing the world forever as to
how humans can deal with viruses.  It took almost 100 more
years for this new ‘vaccine’ method to be properly tested
and implemented on a larger scale, and now many vaccines
have been developed to allow both humans and livestock
animals to avoid most of the destructive viruses that exist.
 
Viruses are spread across all ecosystems on the planet,
making up the world’s most abundant biological entity.
Infection can range from simple symptoms that almost any
human being can handle without treatment, including
running nose, fever, sore throat, fatigue, headache,  etc.,
while others are much more problematic and can produce
severe pain, internal or external bleeding, and in some
cases, death.
 
There are still many viruses out there, some with fatality
rates around 90%, that have no treatment or vaccine, which
means if you ‘catch it’, you are much more likely to die than
survive it.   There are also numerous others with lesser non-
lethal effects that have no vaccine or significant treatment
as well.
 





Take Influenza (the ‘flu’), for example.  There are 3-5 million
severe illness cases per year, and around 250,000 to 500,000
deaths annually.  Influenza is typically transmitted through the
air (airborne), which is the most powerful, robust way that a
virus can transmit.  As a RNA-based virus, Influenza is highly
variable (it quickly mutates), so its vaccine is strongly
recommended as a seasonal/annual ‘shot’ for people with
reduced immune systems.
 
Viruses are ‘controlled’ by analyzing numerous factors about
them and the symptoms they create, and then arriving at the
best decision on the type or types of measures to be taken:
perhaps a new or adjusted vaccine is needed, or maybe
prevention can do the job (sanitation, quarantine, etc.).
 
In cases of airborne viruses, prevention without a vaccine is
risky and may be uncontrollable to a certain degree, but in
other situations, prevention is often the key.
 
The Zaire Ebola virus is a perfect example of how, although
there is no vaccine or treatment for it yet, it can be managed to
a certain extent.
 
Since Ebola is only transmitted through direct contact with
body fluids, the quicker you isolate (quarantine) infected
cases, the faster the virus will disappear.  It may kill many (and
this is something we should strive to solve ), it may weaken
some who contract it (and this is something we should strive to
ameliorate), but with isolation, the virus will have less and less
people to spread to and will eventually disappear.
 
That’s not to say that it is completely eradicated, but it
becomes unlikely to affect people from that particular area, or
other surrounding areas.  When there are no more cases of a
particular virus infection, they call it extinct.  However, that is
not to say the virus is non-existent anymore, but rather that it
is now so well-managed that there are little to no cases of
infections, with practically 0% risk of new infection to anyone.





THERE ARE TWO CRUCIAL IDEAS BEHIND
DEALING WITH VIRUSES:

1

2

With all of these viruses in the world, even with the chaotic world-
wide infrastructure handicapped by culture and money, human
societies are coping quite well today when it comes to viruses.
 
If you happen to be in the US, you are much more likely to be killed by
another man than by malaria.  There were 14,748 homicides in the
United States in 2010, while malaria infected around 1,500, and death
from most of these infections were and continue to be prevented.
Now put that in perspective - people are more dangerous than malaria
in the US!
Even worldwide, malaria kills 627,000 people and homicide is almost
close to that at roughly a half million per year in 2012.
 
From this we can conclude that human beings are as (or more)
dangerous as some powerful viruses, and this is where I wanted to
arrive at, because some of you may be asking: what does this have to
do with the Venus Project?
 
I personally think it works perfectly to illustrate what The Venus
Project is trying to achieve.  Let me explain.

Prevention and Treatment: 
Prevent an infection from happening in
the first place, and when it happens have a
treatment that can cope with the effects
 

Vaccination:
Prepare the body prior to infection, so
that it becomes highly resistant / immune
to viruses
 





BELIEVING THAT YOU CAN ARRIVE
AT A MUCH SANER SOCIETY BY

ONLY BUILDING SELF-
SUSTAINABLE CITIES IS LIKE

THINKING THAT MAKING
SYRINGES WILL ELIMINATE

VIRUSES.

When we post images on Facebook that promote articles from TVP
Magazine about human behavior, which we analyze through
notions such as ‘obscenity’, ‘morality’, ‘ethics’, and so on, we
sometimes see that people do not understand their connection
with TVP.  Isn’t TVP about round cities, dome houses and a world
without money?  What does TVP have to do with nudity or human
rituals?
 
If TVP were to build cities right now and then move people directly
from this society into it, it won’t work.  It can’t.  What if some people
feel offended by how 'others' dress?  Or if 'they' choose to not
dress?  What if something like that leads to violent acts by some
who aren’t prepared to handle it?  What if some people find it
‘immoral’ to kill ‘sentient’ beings, such as mosquitoes that can
perhaps transmit deadly diseases?  What if some want to impose
their own personal beliefs on others and maybe use ‘common
heritage’ resources to build more buildings for prayer than
hospitals?  What if?
 
People from today’s society are ‘infected’ with all sorts of notions
that are both unscientific and, more often than not, pose potential





We need to deal with these kind of social viruses and manage
them in order for them to not spread and become too dangerous.
As in the case of the real viruses, social notions can become more
or less dangerous, or some can pose no threat to the society as a
whole, even if they are unscientific or unverifiable.
 
If we want to feed, clothe and overall take care of all Earth’s
humans and resources, and provide people with the opportunity
to explore, create, relax and enjoy their ‘trip’ on this planet, then
we have to make sure we can also prevent harmful social notions
from interfering with such a world.
 
So, what then is a social virus?
 
We included an article about harmful thinking in a previous TVPM
issue that we highly recommend you to read (or re-read), but
basically, any notion can be seen as ‘harmful’ if it’s not
scientifically sound and/or can interfere with the equal
opportunities everyone will have on this planet within TVP’s
global RBE.
 
For instance, certain sorts of beliefs that are imposed onto others
can be seen as harmful.  Teaching your child that the world was
made by an unseen entity (pick any one) and that the sole
purpose of this world is to spread messages about that entity, can
lead toward a society of individuals with significantly reduced
scientific understanding, which in turn affects both them and
others through their overall lack of involvement in society
due to their inability to do so.
 
This is not to say that everyone must somehow put something
significant and positive into society, or else the rest of us will
view him/her as a social virus - not at all - but we must
understand that scientifically ignorant people, especially if they
represent a majority, can have a significant backlash on the
overall evolution of our scientific and technological knowledge
and development, and society as a whole.





Additionally, multiple contradictory beliefs tend to seriously
conflict with each other, sometimes leading to extreme violence.
 
For instance, there have been millions of deaths in the name of
various religions, along with the cultivating of so many
scientifically illiterate people who are mentally unable to make
any positive contribution to society as a whole, or worse, may
have caused negative impacts. However, the key is in the way
these religions are interpreted.
 
Some types of biological viruses can be harmless, or even
beneficial, if properly managed.  Many people who are religious
are not at all harmful to themselves or to society.  More than
that, many have contributed or are still contributing a significant
amount to scientific knowledge.
 
Therefore, a ‘vaccine’ is needed to make sure that ‘notions
revolving around’ religions cannot lead towards detrimental
situations for society and the individual.  While one can certainly
lead a happy life by reading the Koran, and may be inspired to
pursue a scientific understanding of nature, another could
choose to kill other people by doing the same.  That is the social-
virus that I want to define: not religion or any such clusters of
ideas, but how these ideas are digested by people.
 
Therefore, it’s not that the Koran should become ‘extinct’, or
any religious groups or notions, but instead for humanity to be
able to manage these notions in a way that they cannot be
harmful.
 
I suppose most religious people can agree that killing, or even
harming, other humans or other creatures in the name of religion
is not a step forward, especially if we are to live together on
planet Earth.  Also, killing Osama bin Laden, Saddam Hussein, or
any religious people or groups, is like killing people that are
infected with a biological virus and expecting that to solve the
problem completely.





Like with real viruses, there are many different types of social viruses
that can spread, mutate, and become dangerous, and again like with
the real ones, social viruses can be either eliminated through a ‘vaccine’
or well-managed and cured.  Both methods can lead to a stabilization of
a saner world-wide society.
 
I perceive science as a form of vaccine.  When children are taught the
methods of science, the likelihood of social viruses ‘infecting’ them later
on is very low, almost non-existent, but that is not to say it cannot
happen.
 
I am not religious at all, so I can never kill ‘in the name of’ Allah, or God,
or do any harm because of such notions. However, if I am ignorant in
other areas of understanding, I might make fun of fat people and they
might kill themselves because of my social ignorance.  Get it?  As I said,
there are many social viruses, so there is need for many types of social
vaccines.  You cannot expect one type of ‘vaccine’ to cure them all.
 
There are many scientific or so-called ‘critical thinkers’ who still think we
can solve problems through politics and are simply unable to question
the system we currently live in.  By doing that, they promulgate a global
system that kills, directly or indirectly, many thousands of people a year
(starvation, severe stress, lack of healthcare, etc).  Even scientific notions
such as “evolution” can be interpreted in ways that are unscientific and
harmful: there are groups of people who still agree with a Hitler-like
‘survival of the strongest’ idea, thinking that only healthy people should
survive in our society.
 
The more you learn and deeply understand about many subjects, the
more ‘scientific’ your thinking will be, but it’s not a process that has a
finite goal.  Just as some viruses mutate and new vaccines need to be
developed, the same goes for social viruses that can mutate and we’ll
need to develop new methods of coping with them.  For instance: new
pseudosciences can arise even from relatively recent domains like
quantum physics, and we have to be able to deal with that as a global
society.
 
In reality, there is no such thing as ‘critical thinking’, since there is no
end to learning and you can only be critical in the areas you know most
about.  Even in those areas, you still may not know enough, since new
discoveries continually invalidate our ‘current’ understandings.





However, ‘vaccines’ may not be available to some (like education)
or they often arrive too late (after a social virus has already
infected them), so we need more than that.  Remember what the
basic ideas are behind dealing with a virus?  Vaccination,
Prevention, plus Treatment.
 
We can ‘vaccinate’ people with education, science, and teaching
them long-understood problem-solving skills, how to investigate,
etc, but doing that in a society like the one we currently live in is
likely to lead us nowhere.  Why?
 
Well, there are numerous reasons, some of which have to do with
the fact that most individuals must manage having a ‘job’, and thus
do not have the time or energy they need to learn many new
things; cultural differences play another role, since children are
influenced in their thinking by the tribe (country) they are born in
(the authority), as well as all of their parent’s biases; money plays
a key factor in ‘promoting’ many social viruses - think about the
idea of ‘beauty’ that’s promoted by so many companies, just to sell
clothes or beauty products, that make many people feel ugly or
inspire them to make fun of others, just based on their looks.
Another influence of money that is even more severe is when it
influences health care.  Let me exemplify:
 
I’ve always had a problem with my eyesight.  In daylight, I have
hardly no problem seeing, but when it gets darker, I struggle to
see; everything is blurry to me.  I decided to do something about
that and went to see an eye specialist, in a place where they also
make eyeglasses.  Following my checkup, the doctor said that I
need glasses.
 
I asked her if contact lenses would be better at correcting my
vision and she almost laughed.  She said it’s silly to wear contact
lenses.  They’re dangerous.  You can get an eye infection from
them.
 
Ok, I said…  I told her that I would be back because I need to think
about it.





In the meantime, the thought came to me to go for another eye
exam, but this time where they make contact lenses.  These exam
services are free under certain conditions here, so I thought I
should take full advantage of that.
 
Just as with the previous checkup, their doctor went through all of
the exam stages, and then she told me that I really need contact
lenses.  Glasses, she said, may gather bacteria on their lenses,
scratches, get dirty, and so on, therefore contact lenses are cleaner
and the best option for me.
 
Ok, I said…  I told her that I would be back because I have to think
about it  :).
 
To make this picture more complete about what I need for my eyes,
I found a free LASIK surgery eye specialist.  LASIK is an eye surgery
done with laser.  They change the shape of your eye in order to
correct the vision.  I went there and, after the checkup was
completed, guess what?  The doctor said LASIK is the perfect
solution for me.  There are far more risks wearing contact lenses
than having this surgery.  And eye glasses…, well they may not
correct your vision entirely and it is not comfortable to wear them
everywhere if you have an active life.
 
Ok, I said…  I told him that I would be back because I have to think
about it  :).
 
All of the doctors I went to recommended only what they had to sell
me.  I was amused by the entire situation because it was so obvious
that they ‘care’ mostly about selling their particular services/
products, no matter what the ‘best approach’ happens to be for my
eyes.
 
Although they were doctors, they had different opinions about the
same issue and their opinions were directly influenced by money.
The thing is, my eyesight is not that bad, so LASIK surgery is not
likely my best bet, especially



since it has some side-effects that I had to read about on Wikipedia
and specialized medical websites, since the doctor failed to tell me
about them.  Some of these side effects may be irreversible, so a
honest doctor would have told me about these.  It’s true that
contact lenses pose more of a danger of eye infection than LASIK
surgery poses, but both risks are low.  In any case, they should have
told me about these risks, no matter how low or mild they were.
 
None of the doctors talked about the risks of adopting their
solution; only about their benefits, and the risks of other
alternatives.  It’s as if they were competing…  :)
 
It was quite an interesting experience to me as I saw first-hand, in a
matter of just one month, how 3 doctors told me very different
things about the ‘best’ solution for my eye problem.
 
So you see, although these doctors may be scientifically literate
about that particular subject, their ‘opinions’ change due to
monetary influence.  If the LASIK doctor would have recommended
me to wear contact lenses because a LASIK may not be needed for
my eyesight, the company he works for would automatically lose
2,000 Euros.  If I had told him upfront that I could not afford LASIK,
maybe he would have been more honest about it.
 
The same goes for the other two.  They probably fear that they
could not sell as many eyeglasses or contact lenses if they were
sincere, but if all of them were consistently honest (had no reason
to hide important information), humanity would certainly have a
much more balanced system in place that truly takes care of life,
rather than bank accounts.
 
This example is one of the most ‘non-harmful’ scenarios out there,
considering that people are sometimes killed because of the
incentive to make a profit.  There are plenty of online sources
showing how big such institutional corruption is.



Let’s go back to the real viruses for a minute:
 
A single strain of the influenza class of viruses killed
around 50-100 million human beings in 1918
(perhaps the greatest human loss-of-life disaster).
 
That was partly to blame on the poor infrastructure
and knowledge at the time, but it was also
exacerbated by perceived monetary gain/loss that
lead to the quick spread of the virus.
 
James Niven, Manchester's Medical Officer of Health
at that time, tried to prevent many deaths by advising
the city officials to put the city into quarantine and
stop the virus from passing from one human to
another.
 
This would have saved many thousands of lives, both
in and around the city.  Unfortunately, they ignored
him, as there would have been significant monetary
loss to them in closing production facilities or
cinemas, or even negative cultural effects in closing
down the church, or instance (people may have
revolted because of that).
 
In other words, money and culture immediatelygot in
the way of taking a more scientific approach to
maximizing health, and many people died as an
indirect result.
 
This is the same situation that we face right now,
and this is also why, besides ‘vaccines’, we need to
develop the infrastructure as well (prevention and
treatment).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_Flu:_The_Forgotten_Fallen


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_Flu:_The_Forgotten_Fallen


So those people are partially right.  TVP is also about round cities,
dome houses, and planetary resources, since without such integrated
infrastructure, social viruses cannot be managed.
 
As in the case of real viruses, we first need regular ‘social vaccinations’
of people with science  (literacy, relevant generalist education,
technological skillfulness, etc.) where possible, but it is imperative that
we also need a relevant infrastructure that can maintain a saner
society.  Both are crucial, and both are fully dependent on each other.
 
Throughout all aspects of the TVP infrastructure, we must strive to
eliminate the incentive for social viruses to arise.  For instance,
providing what people need and want will eliminate the vast majority
of homicides; an abundance of partners (the ability to meet more
people that are like-minded) can significantly reduce or eliminate
jealousy; the removal of monetary profit will eliminate the incentive to
lie, cheat and ‘devour’ resources for a personal gain; and the list goes
on and on.  There are millions of types of physical health-reducing
viruses out there, but there may be billions of mental health-reducing
social viruses that we have to deal with.
 
Keep in mind that it took about 100 years for real vaccines to be
widely implemented, and perhaps another 100 years for it to become a
common thing, creating an infrastructure to cope with them.
 
Another interesting aspect is that people feared vaccines, at first.
Since the first vaccine was a weaker form of virus extracted from an
infected cow and injected into a human child, people feared that cow
features might eventually appear on their bodies.  As a result, there
were many anti-vaccination movements and opinionated
exaggerations at that time.
 
This is quite similar to what TVP is working hard to achieve, and the
reactions that some people have about it.
 
The way people feared that vaccines might cause cow features in
people, is the same way people fear today that in TVP, technology will
somehow control their lives or that they might somehow become
robots without feelings.





Another very important aspect is that perhaps, like in the
case of real viruses, some social viruses will never
disappear since they are ‘airborne’ and are thus hard to
deal with, while some others may remain very dangerous.
 
However, we can call them ‘extinct’ if they do not pose any
significant danger to society overall, and we should strive
to improve this situation even more.
 
Thus, many notions that are harmful to oneself and the
society may still exist in TVP, much like those ‘eradicated’
viruses still exist in today’s world, but will be near to 0% as
efficient in ‘infecting’ other people or pose a danger to the
global society as a whole.



It might take 100 years to implement TVP, or maybe it will take 20
or 2000, but we must start to distribute the ‘social vaccine’ and
focus on creating the infrastructure.  It may happen in small steps,
but TVP is the only solution we see for creating a sane-enough
society that can sustain its sanity, and continue becoming even
saner.
 
When that guy invented the first vaccine in 1796, he had no idea
about how the vaccine would be distributed on a world scale or
how the infrastructure of cities would evolve to cope with the
many types of viruses that exist.  TVP already has very solid plans
to showcase what the infrastructure can look like, as well as how
to cope with social viruses.  Maybe it won’t be that, but it’s the
best path forward that we have so far.
 
Help us cope with social viruses and create a stable, smarter,
saner world that we can all enjoy!



Jacque Fresco Lecture Series 2010-2011 Series 1

This 4 DVD video set is from Fresco’s lectures given from 2010-2011 in Venus, Florida. Each
disc is 45 minutes to 1 hour + and covers subjects as follows:
 
Disc 1. Expectations, Predictability, Mechanistic, Subjective Behavior (part 1).
Disc 2. Expectations, Predictability, Mechanistic, Subjective Behavior (part 2).
Disc 3. Depression, Behavioral Science.
Disc 4. City Systems.



PURCHASE ITPURCHASE IT

http://thevenusproject.com/store/official#!/Jacque-Fresco-Lecture-Series-2010-2011-Series-1/p/5496452/category=1360101


EARTH:
OUR HOME 

by Tio

http://tiotrom.com/




We are ‘glued’ to a huge sphere by gravity, protected by a 62 mile (100
km) ‘blanket’ of particles that we call ‘our atmosphere’.  We orbit one of
the billions of stars in our galaxy, which is one galaxy among billions of
others in, perhaps, just one of many universes out there.
 
There are many ‘worlds’ in our solar system; some full of ice, some full of
volcanoes.  So far, and within a very short period of time, there have
been around 2000 planets identified outside of our solar system, many
light years away, and none seem to possess such characteristics as ours.
It’s hard to tell though, as these worlds are too far away to know that
much about them so soon.  At least in our solar system, Earth is indeed
unique, a word that doesn’t do justice for such a complex world that we
inhabit.



In a four-part series, starting with this one, we will showcase someIn a four-part series, starting with this one, we will showcase some
extraordinary features of our sphere, our planet, our world, our home.  Ifextraordinary features of our sphere, our planet, our world, our home.  If
we can realize just how incredibly lucky we are to inhabit this place, andwe can realize just how incredibly lucky we are to inhabit this place, and
how devastating an effect it will be if we are not careful with how wehow devastating an effect it will be if we are not careful with how we
manage things here, our drive to make our human society smarter, inmanage things here, our drive to make our human society smarter, in
order to further explore, protect and truly enjoy this world, will increaseorder to further explore, protect and truly enjoy this world, will increase
exponentially.  I dare to say ‘our’ world, because we have to understandexponentially.  I dare to say ‘our’ world, because we have to understand
that if we cause changes to the global ecosystem, we could easily perishthat if we cause changes to the global ecosystem, we could easily perish
as a species.  This is why we have to be very careful about how we live,as a species.  This is why we have to be very careful about how we live,
explore, and thrive.explore, and thrive.
  
In this first article, we will try to understand the concept of ‘home’.  WhyIn this first article, we will try to understand the concept of ‘home’.  Why
Earth is ‘our home’, and why it is so important.Earth is ‘our home’, and why it is so important.



Picture lobsters at thePicture lobsters at the
bottom of the ocean,bottom of the ocean,
crawling in an environmentcrawling in an environment
consisting of water (plus soconsisting of water (plus so
many other things andmany other things and
creatures in it).  They arecreatures in it).  They are
protected by an average ofprotected by an average of
2-3 miles (4-5 km) of water2-3 miles (4-5 km) of water
around and above them.around and above them.



If we compare our world experience with theirs, there areIf we compare our world experience with theirs, there are
many similarities.  Many tons of water press down on thosemany similarities.  Many tons of water press down on those
lobsters, just as the planet’s gaseous atmosphere does onlobsters, just as the planet’s gaseous atmosphere does on
us.  At sea level, the air pressure on your body is like aus.  At sea level, the air pressure on your body is like a
small car small car standingstanding on your head and your shoulders.  on your head and your shoulders. 



There are currents in the water, as well as in the atmosphere,There are currents in the water, as well as in the atmosphere,
and both shape the landscape on land or ocean.  Even theand both shape the landscape on land or ocean.  Even the
clouds that we are so familiar with, seem similar to wavesclouds that we are so familiar with, seem similar to waves
viewed from below the surface of the water.viewed from below the surface of the water.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7BgxrVmiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcvEhpsFawc


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jz7BgxrVmiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcvEhpsFawc


We ‘crawl’ on land, similar to how lobsters ‘walk’ at the bottomWe ‘crawl’ on land, similar to how lobsters ‘walk’ at the bottom
of the ocean.  Also within these environments, some animalsof the ocean.  Also within these environments, some animals
move in ways that we describe as ‘flying’ or ‘swimming’,move in ways that we describe as ‘flying’ or ‘swimming’,
although there seems to be little difference.although there seems to be little difference.





If a lobster comes out of the water, it can survive for a couple of
days, after which it will suffocate.  A lobster can extract oxygen
from the air, but in order to do this, its gills must be kept moist or
they will collapse.  The lobster’s ‘home’ is in the ocean.
 
 

If we were to take a different animal from the water environment,If we were to take a different animal from the water environment,
let’s say a blue let’s say a blue whalewhale, and bring it to our land environment, the, and bring it to our land environment, the
whale will only whale will only survivesurvive for a matter of minutes (maybe hours).  Its for a matter of minutes (maybe hours).  Its
body is so massive that being out of water will crush many of itsbody is so massive that being out of water will crush many of its
internal organs.internal organs.



A jellyfish on land looks nothing like a jellyfish in the water, not to
mention that it’s not alive anymore.  Check out this video of an
octopus crawling onto a shore.  Notice how oddly this animal moves
in a different environment than his own, not to mention that this one
would also have died if it spent too much time outside of his own
environment.



If you want to take a fish out of theIf you want to take a fish out of the
ocean, you have to put it in a water tankocean, you have to put it in a water tank
and feed it with proper fish food.and feed it with proper fish food.
However, that is not all that’s needed toHowever, that is not all that’s needed to
keep that fish alive.  You need tokeep that fish alive.  You need to
constantly recycle & clean the water soconstantly recycle & clean the water so
that dangerous chemicals (toxic for thethat dangerous chemicals (toxic for the
fish) won’t kill it.fish) won’t kill it.
  
The temperature of the water is alsoThe temperature of the water is also
crucial.  Allow it to get too hot or toocrucial.  Allow it to get too hot or too
cold and the fish will not be able tocold and the fish will not be able to
survive.survive.



Now let’s thinkNow let’s think
of us humanof us human
beings...beings...



If we go out into space, outside of our atmosphere, we will only
last for about 90 seconds.  Remember that ‘car’ that pressures
down on your head and shoulders?  Well, there is none out in
space and, because of this lack of pressure, our body fluids will
boil, transforming from liquids to gas.
 
We can’t breathe, either, due to the lack of oxygen in space.
Overall, our internal organs will expand and we will start to
look nothing like a human being.  A ‘stiff’ dead bunch of frozen
cells in space.(source)



For us to go into space, as in the case of the fish, we need to
take our environment with us.  From the lack of elements that
we need to survive, to the high concentration of cosmic rays
that are deadly to us and no longer being shielded by Earth’s
atmosphere, and the very low temperatures in space, just to
name a few, we humans do not belong there, just as the fish
doesn't belong on land.
 
Who knows how we might learn to manipulate our biology in
the future, but for now, we are still Earth-bound creatures.



The International Space Station serves as an ‘aquarium’
example of how humans can live outside of our natural
environment, but they are very limited in their general comfort,
what they can do, how many can stay there, and for how long,
and they obviously have to constantly receive vital resources
from Earth just to keep them alive.





Luckily for us, we can walk around on Earth without hardly anyLuckily for us, we can walk around on Earth without hardly any
protection.  We may need some clothes where is too cold for ourprotection.  We may need some clothes where is too cold for our
tolerances, some slippers where is too sharp to walk, some suntolerances, some slippers where is too sharp to walk, some sun
protection where it’s too sunny or too hot, and some ‘medicine’ whereprotection where it’s too sunny or too hot, and some ‘medicine’ where
there is a risk of a disease.  Generally speaking, we can walk aroundthere is a risk of a disease.  Generally speaking, we can walk around
on this planet without a problem, but we don’t seem to appreciateon this planet without a problem, but we don’t seem to appreciate
that enough.that enough.
  
It’s also true that there are many places ‘on’ this planet where we haveIt’s also true that there are many places ‘on’ this planet where we have
to bring ‘our’ environment with us again: we need a water-tightto bring ‘our’ environment with us again: we need a water-tight
submersible or scuba diving gear to go into the fish’s world, oxygensubmersible or scuba diving gear to go into the fish’s world, oxygen
and mountain/snow gear if we choose to climb tall mountains or visitand mountain/snow gear if we choose to climb tall mountains or visit
the Earth’s poles or certain caves, and other equipment when wethe Earth’s poles or certain caves, and other equipment when we
explore environments that are ‘extreme’ for our physiology.  Thoseexplore environments that are ‘extreme’ for our physiology.  Those
places tend to be rare for our needs.places tend to be rare for our needs.
  
However, we should keep in mind that if we were to not useHowever, we should keep in mind that if we were to not use
‘technology’ at all, our lives would look nothing like today.  However‘technology’ at all, our lives would look nothing like today.  However
naturally suited this world is for us, without proper technology andnaturally suited this world is for us, without proper technology and
systems to combat diseases or predators, or to provide billions of ussystems to combat diseases or predators, or to provide billions of us
with food, potable water and care for our basic needs, it would be awith food, potable water and care for our basic needs, it would be a
huge challenge for our species to survive, as it was for our morehuge challenge for our species to survive, as it was for our more
ancient ancestors.  The balance between this suited ‘home’ and theancient ancestors.  The balance between this suited ‘home’ and the
modern lifestyle we need to progress as a species, must be carefullymodern lifestyle we need to progress as a species, must be carefully
understood and managed.understood and managed.





Going back to how lucky we are to be inhabiting this sphere, we mustGoing back to how lucky we are to be inhabiting this sphere, we must
understand that there is no other planet in our solar system where weunderstand that there is no other planet in our solar system where we
can settle and continue to develop as we can here - nowhere near it.can settle and continue to develop as we can here - nowhere near it.
Mars lacks the air pressure needed to hold water on its surface; it hasMars lacks the air pressure needed to hold water on its surface; it has
no magnetic field, so it cannot protect us from solar wind radiation; itno magnetic field, so it cannot protect us from solar wind radiation; it
lacks most of the resources we have on Earth; not to mention the longlacks most of the resources we have on Earth; not to mention the long
and dangerous trip there.and dangerous trip there.
  
How would we move billions of people to Mars, plus everything elseHow would we move billions of people to Mars, plus everything else
that we would require in order to even have a chance to recoverthat we would require in order to even have a chance to recover
there?  Maybe Mars will become a second ‘home’ in the distant future,there?  Maybe Mars will become a second ‘home’ in the distant future,
but it pales in comparison to the possibilities that Earth offers us: frombut it pales in comparison to the possibilities that Earth offers us: from
the complexity of life, the atmosphere and the magnetic shield, to thethe complexity of life, the atmosphere and the magnetic shield, to the
many landscapes from which we still have so much to learn from, ormany landscapes from which we still have so much to learn from, or
the richness of resources that exist here.the richness of resources that exist here.



Living on Mars is like living in the desert, but with a ‘high’ temperatureLiving on Mars is like living in the desert, but with a ‘high’ temperature
of -10 degrees Fahrenheit (-23 degrees Celsius) during the day, nearlyof -10 degrees Fahrenheit (-23 degrees Celsius) during the day, nearly
trapped inside specially designed buildings that, you can only hopetrapped inside specially designed buildings that, you can only hope
with all of your knowledge, will protect you from all deadly cosmicwith all of your knowledge, will protect you from all deadly cosmic
rays and provide you with enough of the necessities of life to survive.rays and provide you with enough of the necessities of life to survive.
  
Of course, if you want go outside, you’ll have to wear a special, quiteOf course, if you want go outside, you’ll have to wear a special, quite
bulky suit.  Well, that’s Mars.(bulky suit.  Well, that’s Mars.(sourcesource))
  
The other planets are not only much further away, but are completelyThe other planets are not only much further away, but are completely
uninhabitable for humans: from planets full of volcanoes anduninhabitable for humans: from planets full of volcanoes and
temperatures of hundreds of degrees, to extreme pressures andtemperatures of hundreds of degrees, to extreme pressures and
gravitational forces, or storms with winds of thousands of miles pergravitational forces, or storms with winds of thousands of miles per
hour.  Now think of Earth again.hour.  Now think of Earth again.



But Earth wasn’t always like it is now.  ItBut Earth wasn’t always like it is now.  It
was a world of volcanoes at one point,was a world of volcanoes at one point,
bombarded by asteroids at another,bombarded by asteroids at another,
nearly frozen for several periods, andnearly frozen for several periods, and
so on.  so on.  99%99% of all species that have of all species that have
ever existed here are extinct.ever existed here are extinct.



Dinosaurs went Dinosaurs went extinctextinct, not, not
because an asteroid killed them allbecause an asteroid killed them all
like a bowling ball knocks overlike a bowling ball knocks over
pins, but because the impactpins, but because the impact
flooded the atmosphere withflooded the atmosphere with
heavy particles (many of themheavy particles (many of them
toxic), blocking the planet’s abilitytoxic), blocking the planet’s ability
to reflect sunlight back out intoto reflect sunlight back out into
space, which significantly raisedspace, which significantly raised
Earth’s ‘aquarium’s’ temperature,Earth’s ‘aquarium’s’ temperature,
thus leading to a very poorthus leading to a very poor
environment for many species ofenvironment for many species of
animals and plants.animals and plants.
  
Some species survived, but manySome species survived, but many
(like the dinosaurs) died.  Millions(like the dinosaurs) died.  Millions
of years later, it just so happenedof years later, it just so happened
that, among all the DNA mutations,that, among all the DNA mutations,
some with ‘human’ characteristicssome with ‘human’ characteristics
developed and, encouraged bydeveloped and, encouraged by
proper circumstances (a suitableproper circumstances (a suitable
environment), eventually evolvedenvironment), eventually evolved
into what we are today.into what we are today.
  
This is why this planet seems soThis is why this planet seems so
well-suited for us, while in fact, it’swell-suited for us, while in fact, it’s
really the other way around: we arereally the other way around: we are
here only because conditions have,here only because conditions have,
so far, allowed for that.so far, allowed for that.
  



We are indeed much like the fish in the ocean,
and our very existence depends on so many
inter-related things in our environment.  A big
problem with this emerges when this delicate
balance is disturbed and unpredictable chain
reactions occur.
 
An asteroid can trigger such a chain of reactions.
We’re now learning that pumping massive
amounts of formerly buried CO2 back into the
atmosphere from our heavily industrialized and
profit-based approach also brings about
significant chain reactions in the climate.  The
more CO2 there is in the atmosphere, the more
heat is trapped to the planet, and that brings
about many side effects.
 
For instance, the seasonal changes that we
experience every year are almost non-existent at
a cosmic scale, and even at the Earth scale.  It
gets hot in the summer, but the main side effect
that people from developed tribes may
experience is a relatively slight discomfort and
maybe a sunburn.



Of course, an air conditioner plus some
sunscreen will solve those problems.  In the
winter, even the poorest of humans can survive
with a few extra clothes, and when it rains
anytime of year, you might get soaked.
 
These changes in weather are quite minute,
while clothes, buildings and medicines can help
us readily deal with them.  On the other hand,
when global chains of reactions occur that can
destabilize our ‘well-suited’ environment, and if
we find ourselves unable to control them, this
environment can become quickly and severely
uninhabitable for people (and most other
lifeforms).
 
We might think that a slight increase in the
average climate patterns that we are used to is
no big deal.  Maybe slightly hotter summers?;
maybe some more rains?; occasionally stronger
storms, perhaps?  We can deal with those, right?
 
Well, there are far more dangerous implications
than that.



A tiny change, like a global rising temperature of about A tiny change, like a global rising temperature of about 4.7 to4.7 to
8.6 °F8.6 °F (2.6 to 4.8 °C), which is predicted to happen in the (2.6 to 4.8 °C), which is predicted to happen in the
lifetime of many of us, if we continue to live as we do today, islifetime of many of us, if we continue to live as we do today, is
expected to trigger massive changes that us humans may notexpected to trigger massive changes that us humans may not
be able to reverse, such as: significant rising of sea level,be able to reverse, such as: significant rising of sea level,
heating of the oceans beyond what most ocean life canheating of the oceans beyond what most ocean life can
endure, severe scarcity of freshwater, massive droughts,endure, severe scarcity of freshwater, massive droughts,
stronger storms affecting agriculture & overall human life and,stronger storms affecting agriculture & overall human life and,
most importantly, these changes will affect the entiremost importantly, these changes will affect the entire
ecosystem (the full ‘aquarium’ environment) in ways thatecosystem (the full ‘aquarium’ environment) in ways that
spread like wildfire.spread like wildfire.
  
We may not directly feel it very much at first, but as entireWe may not directly feel it very much at first, but as entire
populations of organisms on this planet start to diminish, orpopulations of organisms on this planet start to diminish, or
even disappear, it may not be reversible before we join them.even disappear, it may not be reversible before we join them.





Take phytoplankton.  These are tiny creatures.  Many of themTake phytoplankton.  These are tiny creatures.  Many of them
cannot be seen with the naked eye, but there are so many thatcannot be seen with the naked eye, but there are so many that
when they are clustered together, they can be seen from when they are clustered together, they can be seen from spacespace..
These tiny creatures consume carbon dioxide (CO2) on a scaleThese tiny creatures consume carbon dioxide (CO2) on a scale
equivalent to forests and other land plants.(equivalent to forests and other land plants.(sourcesource))
  
Even a slight drop in their growth, which is predicted due to theEven a slight drop in their growth, which is predicted due to the
effects of effects of climate changeclimate change on the ocean environment, will have a on the ocean environment, will have a
big impact on the climate, since CO2 is one of the main gases thatbig impact on the climate, since CO2 is one of the main gases that
trap heat to the planet, which then leads this climate change in thetrap heat to the planet, which then leads this climate change in the
first place.  This effect is called a first place.  This effect is called a positive feedback looppositive feedback loop..
  
The drop in phytoplankton population, and thus their lessenedThe drop in phytoplankton population, and thus their lessened
ability to absorb as much CO2, will then accelerate climate change,ability to absorb as much CO2, will then accelerate climate change,
which will then lower their population even more, along with theirwhich will then lower their population even more, along with their
ability to absorb CO2.ability to absorb CO2.



It’s not only the effect on atmospheric CO2 levels that the tragicIt’s not only the effect on atmospheric CO2 levels that the tragic
death of these tiny creatures will negatively affect.  Phytoplanktondeath of these tiny creatures will negatively affect.  Phytoplankton
is also the main source of food for many of the ocean’s otheris also the main source of food for many of the ocean’s other
creatures.creatures.
  
Large populations of fish in the ocean can perish if theLarge populations of fish in the ocean can perish if the
phytoplankton population diminishes too far, and humanphytoplankton population diminishes too far, and human
populations can diminish if those fish perish, as many of thempopulations can diminish if those fish perish, as many of them
provide an important source of human food.provide an important source of human food.
  
If you didn’t before, perhaps now you’re beginning to realize theIf you didn’t before, perhaps now you’re beginning to realize the
immense scale of chain reactions that can occur by only warmingimmense scale of chain reactions that can occur by only warming
the global climate by a few degrees, and this example is just one ofthe global climate by a few degrees, and this example is just one of
the the billionsbillions of such changes that can occur due to a single factor of such changes that can occur due to a single factor
such as climate change.such as climate change.
  
Volcanic eruptions and strong solar storms can also equate toVolcanic eruptions and strong solar storms can also equate to
destabilization of Earth’s environment.destabilization of Earth’s environment.



We humans are even moreWe humans are even more
sensitive to such changes,sensitive to such changes,
especially if we want to live aespecially if we want to live a
highly technologized life.highly technologized life.
Environmental changes can triggerEnvironmental changes can trigger
chains of reactions in humanchains of reactions in human
societies as well.societies as well.
  
For instance, the scarcity of anFor instance, the scarcity of an
important resource (e.g. freshimportant resource (e.g. fresh
water) can inspire violent conflictswater) can inspire violent conflicts
over access and reduce ourover access and reduce our
technological capability to maintaintechnological capability to maintain
and progress our agriculturaland progress our agricultural
capacities, and thus bring about ourcapacities, and thus bring about our
inability to feed so many billions ofinability to feed so many billions of
people.people.
  
We humans are acutely vulnerableWe humans are acutely vulnerable
to disastrous consequences if theto disastrous consequences if the
environment that we areenvironment that we are
accustomed to changes too much.accustomed to changes too much.
  
This climate change (globalThis climate change (global
warming) scenario, which iswarming) scenario, which is
deduced by most related scientificdeduced by most related scientific
studies to already be happening,studies to already be happening,
has so many effects on so manyhas so many effects on so many
Earth systems that are inextricablyEarth systems that are inextricably
connected that it is near toconnected that it is near to
impossible to accurately predictimpossible to accurately predict
what will happen.  One thing iswhat will happen.  One thing is
certain: our global climate iscertain: our global climate is
changing!changing!
  
Dinosaurs had no idea what anDinosaurs had no idea what an
asteroid is or what their place is inasteroid is or what their place is in
the Universe.  Humans have a goodthe Universe.  Humans have a good
understanding of these dangers,understanding of these dangers,
which is why we have to act likewhich is why we have to act like
that. that. 



If an astronaut on the internationalIf an astronaut on the international
space station performs anspace station performs an
experiment that releases toxicexperiment that releases toxic
gases into the station, hegases into the station, he
immediately recognizes that theimmediately recognizes that the
effects will not only affect him, buteffects will not only affect him, but
the others as well, since they arethe others as well, since they are
all in a closed system.all in a closed system.
  
If your roommate pissed you offIf your roommate pissed you off
and you burn his bed to keep himand you burn his bed to keep him
from coming back to the roomfrom coming back to the room
anymore, you also end up burninganymore, you also end up burning
your own bed, since fire devoursyour own bed, since fire devours
everything in its path, noteverything in its path, not
recognizing any differencerecognizing any difference
between your roommate’s bed,between your roommate’s bed,
your bed, or anything else, as ityour bed, or anything else, as it
destroys the entire room (anddestroys the entire room (and
likely, more beyond it).likely, more beyond it).
  
It seems that most peopleIt seems that most people
understand that, perhaps due tounderstand that, perhaps due to
the fact that these kinds of effectsthe fact that these kinds of effects
are immediate.are immediate.
  
The serious lack of scientificThe serious lack of scientific
knowledge among most humanknowledge among most human
beings, coupled with thebeings, coupled with the
abundance of monetary profitabundance of monetary profit
motives in our society, pose amotives in our society, pose a
direct danger to our ‘aquarium’.direct danger to our ‘aquarium’.
  
Perhaps a better understandingPerhaps a better understanding
among people of our directamong people of our direct
connection with the Earth and itsconnection with the Earth and its
complex global ecosystem cancomplex global ecosystem can
lead us to a different way oflead us to a different way of
thinking in regards to how we act.thinking in regards to how we act.



There are many poetries and sentimental
ideas/movements that describe our
connection with the Earth.  But science, as we
have briefly shown, is far more powerful and
no doubt much more important in showing us
that connection.
 
We cannot forget that this is ‘our’ stewardship
of the world that we’re talking about here.
Planet Earth has existed for some 4.5 billion
years.  We, for only a tiny fraction of that.  Our
existence, and the environment that allows
for our existence, is like a single frame in a
years-long movie.  Therefore, if we want to
survive (and thrive), our goal must be to
maintain this state of environment for as
many of those frames as possible.  There is no
“let’s save planet Earth”, because the planet
needs no saving.  We do!
 
I hope you understand now why Earth is our
home: because for one there is no better
planet to go to, and second, from the
atmosphere to resources, organisms and
climate, this sphere is a marvel of complexity
and opportunity for us humans and all other
living things.
 
In the three articles to follow, we will
introduce you to some of the most amazing
places on the planet, the most complex
organisms known and some of the most
fascinating events ever studied.  Until then, ...





In this controversial and compassionate book, the
distinguished psychiatrist James Gilligan proposes a
radically new way of thinking about violence and how to
prevent it. Violence is most often addressed in moral
and legal terms: "How evil is this action, and how much
punishment does it deserve?" Unfortunately, this way of
thinking, the basis for our legal and political institutions,
does nothing to shed light on the causes of violence. 

PREVENTING VIOLENCE

HUMAN UNIVERSE

Human life is a staggeringly strange thing. On the
surface of a ball of rock falling around a nuclear fireball
in the blackness of a vacuum the laws of nature
conspired to create a naked ape that can look up at the
stars and wonder where it came from. What is a human
being? Objectively, nothing of consequence. Particles
of dust in an infinite arena, present for an instant in
eternity. Clumps of atoms in a universe with more
galaxies than people.

WE RECOMMEND



watch it >>

read it >>

WE RECOMMEND

http://www.videoneat.com/documentaries/3794/human-universe
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0500282781/ref=as_sl_pd_tf_lc?tag=wwwthevenuspr-21&camp=1406&creative=6394&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0500282781&adid=08R8WKRQ50Y1327T1CNW&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thevenusproject.com%2Fextras%2Frecommended-books
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